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1 |  D ILE  Pou l i quen-Young 's
\-.,f recent anicle (Westem Wildlife
412 pp 8-9) highl ighted the
vulnerability of species of Dryandra
in south-westem Australia to minor
climate change of up to 2"C. I
wouldlike to expand on two aspects
of this important issue - is it likely
that south-western plants might
disperse across thelandscape to track
the climate? And, secondly, what
does the answer mean in terms of
best practice approaches to natural
revegetation and restoration in the
south-west?

Dispersol cqpobllities

Effective dispersal involves
transport of seeds or vegetation
propagules some distance from the
mother  p lant ,  fo l lowed by
germinat ion and successfu l
establishment to form a breeding
population at a new site.

One st r ik ing aspect  of  the
majority of the south-west's 8000
native plant species is the absence of
obvious means of seed dispersal.
Very few species have large wings
or light-weight seeds for wind
dispersal - orchids, daisies, some
native grasses and sheoaks come
immediately to mind as exceptions.
But look at the seeds of eucalypts,
kangaroo paws or most shrubs and
perennial herbs that dominate south-
western plant communities and you
will see that they are unlikely to
move away from the maternal plant
more than a few metres unless picked
up by cyclonic winds, firestorms,
sheet flooding or animals.

Another significant deficiency tn
the flora are berries, drupes and other
fleshy fruits encasing seeds as an
enticement for birds and mammals
to consume and disperse seeds rn
their droppings. Exceptions are
quandongs, mistletoes and manY
southern heaths (Epacridaceae).
Legumes, including wattles, may
carry a fleshy structure attached to
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individual seeds called an aril or
elaiosome. These seeds are usually
gathered by ants and dispersed short
distances, often to underground
caches. In afew species, such as the
coastal wattle Acacia cyc/ops, the
aril is big and bright red, attracting
mobile birds as dispersal agents.
But, again, the vast majority ol
south-western plants lack such
enticements.

Indeed.  i t  is  predominant ly  in
relatively new or open habitats that
obvious adaptat ions for  seed
dispersal  are found -  aquat ic
envi ronments,  coasta l  dune s,
margins of rivers and salt lakes,
recent dunes or granite outcrops are
places to look. The habitats that
dominate the south-west display the

converse - plants of woodlands,
forests, kwongan heaths and mallee
country for exarnple usually lack
any obvious means of dispersalother
then gravity.

This situation contrasts strikingly
with that seen in most places
elsewhere.  Rainforests ,  for
example, are replete with fleshy-
fruited species that attract animals
as dispersers. The woodlands and
forests ofea5tem Australia have far
more such species than do those of
the south-west. The vast conifer
forests of the northern hemisphere
are dominated by widespread fast-
growing species with seeds readily
dispersed by the wind or by fruit-
eating animals. Even the fynbos
heathland vegetation of South
Africa, so similar to the south-west
kwongan in many ways, has a
predominance of beny fruits and
seeds adapted lor wind dispersal.

Why is the dominant south-
westem flora so different? The
explanal ion is  l ike ly  to  be found in
the great antiquity and continuous
presence of land in the south-west
above sea level and without major
disturbance from mountain-building
or massive glaciers for more than
200 million years. Such conditions
are almost unique on earth. They
explain why so much of the south-
west is so flat, why soils are so
highly leached of nutrients, why
such a complicated mosaic of
different soiltypes sits on the gently
undulating terrain of the wheatbelt,
and why so much salt sits in the
landscape.

The native flora, during its
evolution over vast periods, has
faced quite different selection
pressures to that of places where
massive glaciers covered vast areas
during the ice ages of the past two
mi l l ion years.  or  where mounta in
bui ld ing has re juvenated soi ls
through accelerated eros ional
processes (e.g. eastern Australia
down the Great Dividing Range).
In the south-west, staying close to
the maternal planthas been the safest
bet for seeds and propagules for
tens of millions of years. In many
landscape positions, moving even
tens of metres away increases the
likelihood of striking a different
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soil type and therefore being at a
competitive disadvantage to species
of the altemative soil preference.

Contrast this with being a plant
in a coniferous forest on the edge of
a retreating ice-age glacierin North
America or Eurasia. Vast areas of
re juvenated bare fer t i le  so i l
beckoned to those species able to
disperse their seeds long distances.
Little wonder that adaptations such
asprominentwings on seeds orbenJ
fruits are so prevalent in these
habitats.

lmplicotions for climote
chonge

An appreciation of the limited
seed dispersal capabilities of most
south-westem plants suggest that
tracking climate change is an
unlikely option. Perhaps along
coastal dunes, riverlines and salt
lakesystems some movement might
occur. For plants of most other
habitats, however, much more likely
under a drying climale scenario is
that populations would die out in
marginal habitat and persist in the
landscape only in refugial wetter
habitat.

Evidence forthis is all around us
in the south-west. Many rare
relictual species are found in locally
wet habitat such as on granite
outcrops, on the southern slopes of
breakaways,  on seeps and rn
ephemeral swamps. This becomes
clear in a cursory read of habitats
covered in CALM's book on WA's
threatened f lora (see ref . ) .
Conservation of such seasonally wet
habitats will be a key strategy as the
climate warms.

I would venture to suggest that
Dr.  Pou l iquen-  Young'  s  con-
servative models for species of
Dryandra are overly optimistic as
they assume that species arecapable
of colonising most patches of
preferred soil within a given climatic
envelope. Years of searching for
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rare andpoodyklown plant species
in the south-west has impressed
upon me that occupation of all or
even half the available preferred
soil patches occurs rarely indeed. It
is far more common for species to
occur sporadically in localised
patches even if their prefened soi I is
quite abundant andcontinuous over
many kilometres.

One only has to reflect upon the
recent death of many plants on
shallow soils adjacent to granite
outcrops in the jarrah forest,
wheatbelt and goldfields during
summer heatwaves of the 1990s to
appreciate that persistent global
warming wiil have immediate and
dramatic impactlocally. Moreover,
given the severe limitations on seed
dispersal ofmost native plants, and
relatively high proportion of weeds
now in the south-western flora, such
deaths associated wi th g lobal
warming may well exacerbate weed
invasion.

lmplicotions for
revegetotion

The extraordinary limitations on
seed d ispersal  for  most  soulh-
western plant species indicate that

using local seed andplanting to soil
type for revegelalion are critical -

far more so than anywhere else on
ear th.  This  wi l l  ensure thc
conservation of the full range of
biodiversity, including all the local
animals that track differences over
short distances in the flora.

Natura l ly ,  there wi l l  be
differences in what constitutes local
seed depending upon the species of
concem. Research is cunently under
way to help put some figures for
local gene pools on a range ofplant
species of different biology and life-
form. Already we know that forest
and major woodland trees in the
south-west having continuous large
populations are more genetically
uniforrn across their geographical
range than understorey plants such
as triggerplants, lilies or kangaroo
paws, or mallee species distributed
on isolated granite outcrops. Until
such research is well advanced,
however ,  the precaut ionary
approach is to stay as local as
possible in seed collecting withrn
the soil type being revegetated.

Rejf: ryeslem Au,tlraliq's Threatened
Flora 1998. Ed: A. Brown,
C, T/tompson-Dans & N. Marchant
CALM
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Where do the prickles
come from?

Thls thong hos picked up q lood of

hord, shorp. prickiy fruits.
Whqt plonl do ihey come from?
(Hinti l ' t 's not notive to WA!)

Answer - poge 19




